The progress of data exchange in the electronic way increases the requirement of data security. Since data security needs more resources to access stored the information this leads to new mechanism and algorithm. Therefore the researcher interest moves to provide different techniques for security concern. There are various mechanisms available in the literature for images and other concern. If there is use of online analytical processing (OLAP) data cube then there is lack of techniques or mechanisms in this area. In present work, a Security Encryption Algorithm for On-Line Analytical Processing (SEAOLAP) data cube. Since data cube provided itself is a technique to find the edges for business concern to any system. These edges are the most important data for any business system. The proposed technique is based on the logarithmic properties and power functions. Through these techniques after encryption we send only mathematical data for electronic communication. Only mathematical data is used in E-communication, which provides the strong encryption key to hide the information.
INTRODUCTION
Growth of E-communication, security concern is most important for the users. Cryptographic techniques provide the security for the data in communication or air in the signal form, from the hacker or tracker. Increasing the use of E communication data may be financial concern or such typed data which need more securely than (we can say) the man means such type of data which has the edges of business concern needs the security. To provide the security for data, cryptographic techniques play important role to make such techniques. In the continuation for providing the security some new cipher techniques are required. The goal is to make the data secure from unauthorized access [1] . Data cryptography is the scrambling of the content of data like edge of any company, text, audio, video etc to make it unintelligible during transmission. There are database encryption mechanisms [2] [3] [4] [5] which provide the verification for the authentic origin of data item. It prevents user from obtaining the unauthorized data and preventing from leaking information database in storage mediums like disc, CD-Rom etc. Since to obtain the security, we store the data in cipher form and for any query solving, decrypt or send the encrypted data and then solve the query which leads to sacrifice the performance usually. The cost of decryption over all the encrypted data is cost effective [6] In this paper, authors have proposed a new algorithm or technique which provides the security algorithm for (SEAOLAP) on line analytical processing data cube. The technique is based upon the simple concept of the logarithmic function which is used to transfer mathematical data for electronic communication for the edges of data of any company.
RELATED WORK
The shared architecture for both encryption and decryption has discussed in [7] through this architecture one can reduce the path delay and path. Shared-secrete-key. Intermediatekey and session-key and matrix operations are used for encoding and decoding the data [8] . The use of RSA algorithm for designing of an encryption mechanism, they use latitude as source and longitude as destination (geographic location) as keys along with the private and public keys [9] . A new Encryption algorithm called REA (reverse encryption algorithm) has proposed in [10] which provide max and control the time cost for encryption and decryption. A parallel encryption model with Byte-Rotation encryption algorithm has discussed in [11] which applied and different blocks of plain text and applies multithreading concept of single processor system to execute in parallel manner. User desired security and processing level based algorithm has proposed in [12] through fuzzy logic used various keys for the encryption/decryption process. A user Interface through Unified Modeling Language has designed in [13] and they have given the strength and weakness of user Interface. To secure routing protocol AODV, a techniques has proposed in [14] which preserved the confidentially and secure data. Increasing security and improve performance, there is use of secret-key block cipher called 64-bit blowfish which has been designed and proposed in [15] . A dual Approach of security and compression, which achieved through Huffman Coding as per their size and type of data has proposed in [16] . A compression between RSA file transfer and secure RSA file transfer are given in [17] . A lager based framework for image encryption has proposed in [18] .Three DNA-based algorithm for parallel subtractor, comparator and modular arithmetic have proposed in [19] to achieve the factor the product of two large prime numbers and breakthrough in basic biological operations using a molecular computer. An array of novel code optimization method has proposed in [20] for increasing the energy consumption efficiency of different security algorithm and proposed some principles for computing with energy constraints.
for OLAP data cube is used to analyze the Vehicle Insurance Policy System (VIPS) and identity the entities for business perspective of vehicle [22] . Utilization DNA sequencing, more secure and reliable transmitting of message is discussed in [23] . An idea of cipher cloud or a framework has proposed in [24] for providing the security in cloud environment. After review has been done in this line, there is a need of an algorithm which provides the security to on line analytical processing data cube. In the present paper, there is a proposed algorithm named security algorithm for an online analytical processing (SEAOLAP) with UML class diagram as well as an implement example through which in the transmission of data is secure.
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The edges of OLAP Data cube which is important data for any company and want to communicate using electronic communication. There are ciphers which requires for communications. The set of rules of proposed mechanism are as follows:
Initialization
Sender finds the alphabets of the message and counts their position in the standard alphabets.
Generation of encryption Key
Calculate the Y=2 X the resultant value send to receiver as a cipher. The encrypted key is the resultant value of Y=2 X .
Generation of Decryption Key
Calculate the Z=log 2 Y the resultant value is equal to their position in the standard alphabets. This is used as decryption key at the receiving end.
Decode the original Data
Finally, get their original bit pattern which is same as sender end.
Through this algorithm named SEAOLAP data cube, find the totally mathematically cipher which is used in flow of information that are used in communication as shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Encryption and Decryption of Data
The above algorithm has the time complexity for transfer of data from one machine to another machine and computed as O(log 2 N). Let us consider a plain text as POLICY which is implemented in table 1 as shown below: corresponding values. These corresponding values converted in the ciphers through Y=2 X the value of this objective function is send as cipher code of information or in other words as encryption key and at receiving end the encryption key generate by Z = log 2 Y. The value of this function is equal to the corresponding value of standard alphabets. Finally one can get the original message as shown in above two examples. The UML model is also shown below in figure 2. 
CONCLUSIONS
Sending data from sender to receiver is called data communication. Now a day's, security is the interesting area of researchers in data communication as well as other concern. Although there are more research has been done related to OLAP data cube which provide the edges of business concerns so this area need some techniques for providing security. In the proposed paper a mathematical procedure which performs the encryption of data and a key that is used as cipher a message and decipher it back to decode the sending message. Since the proposed technique is based on totally mathematical and it provides the more secure mechanism to hide the sending information. 
